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Offer a balanced selection of new books with materials 

carefully selected by our Library Curation team. These plans 

include titles you’d select throughout the year if you had the 

time, along with some “hidden gems.”

You have the final say over your subscriptions.

•  Automatically receive your featured title for the month,  

or select from two alternate titles. 

•  Choose from a variety of individual plans, plus five  

grade-specific packages. 

Ensure your students will have the very best books for next 

school year with today’s available funds. 

Get quality titles  
every month.

Make your TitleEZ™ Subscriptions 
selections today so your students can 
enjoy quality, engaging new books 
every month.

Log in to titlewave.com
•  Sign up for TitleEZ Subscriptions. 

•   Access your subscriptions online.

TitleEZ Subscriptions Features

•  Customize your collection. Select any of our individual 

plans or take advantage of our grade-specific packages 

and digital content, giving you as much or as little collection 

development assistance as you feel is right for you.

•  Avoid titles you already own. Thanks to the power of 

TitleCheck™, you won’t receive duplicate titles you don’t 

want. If you already have our featured title for the month in 

your collection, we’ll automatically send you one of your two 

alternate titles.

•   Change titles to meet your needs. Automatically 

receive your featured title for the month, or select from 

two alternate titles. 

•   Tailor your shipments to fit your schedule. You can 

start your 12-month subscription at any point during 

the year. We offer you the choice of monthly shipments 

of your titles or our school-friendly delivery schedule. 

With our school-friendly delivery schedule, you take 

the summer off and receive your TitleEZ Subscription 

shipments when your school starts back up.

Always Free Shipping call 888.511.5114 x48034   |  visit titlewave.com

http://titlewave.com
tel:8885115114
https://www.titlewave.com/main/plans?utm_source=Brochure&utm_medium=print&utm_campaign=Library-Titlewave-FY22&utm_content=Title%20EZ-11215


Early Childhood Package
Developed for your youngest students, our Early Childhood Package covers these four content-area strands.  

Rely on our expertise to choose new titles to grow key areas of your collection. This package includes  

48 new titles per year.

Basic Concepts Plan
Reinforce key concepts with new fiction and nonfiction titles. Concepts include colors, numbers, shapes, 

opposites, days, weeks, months, and orientation words – all presented through engaging text.

Social and Emotional Concepts Plan
Integrate models of getting along with others among concepts of self, body awareness, feelings, family, 

friends, making appropriate choices, and coping with difficulties. These recently released titles include 

interesting nonfiction and fiction offerings.

Science Concepts Plan
Tap into children’s curiosity of the natural world with new fiction and nonfiction titles focused on the human 

body, plants, animals, weather, forces and motion, physical science, and properties of matter.

Social Studies & Global Issues Concepts Plan
Introduce children to people and places in their communities, careers, money, diversity, and 

multiculturalism. These recently released titles encourage a greater appreciation and understanding of the 

environment and an awareness of the diverse aspects of people around the world.
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Lower Elementary Package
Developed for K-3 students, our Lower Elementary Package includes 60 new titles and provides a foundation of key 

curriculum and collection-enhancing titles. This Lower Elementary Package offers:

Starred Reviews Plan
These positively reviewed – with at least one starred review – picture and read-aloud books are from both 

well-known and promising new authors. Topics cover everything from civil rights, art, garbage, etiquette, 

dogs, mythology, baseball, and more.

Picture Books & Easy Readers Plan
Combine curriculum and character education with these fiction and nonfiction titles in a variety of art styles. 

Featuring award-winning authors and illustrators, these recently released books include sequels, best 

sellers, and some that are just plain fun.

Science & Math Plan
Accommodate a variety of reading levels with recently released math, life science, ecology, and  

technology titles. These stand-alone and series books feature topics such as animals, ecology, and 

inventors, many full of beautiful artwork.

Social Studies Plan
Build a foundation in simple social studies concepts with fiction and nonfiction titles focusing on history, 

biographies, diversity, geography, and cultures. These recently released books accommodate a variety of 

reading levels.

eBook Plan
Engage your students via a whiteboard using this cross-curricular mix of recently released fiction and 

nonfiction titles from a variety of publishers.

Always Free Shipping



Upper Elementary Package
Developed for Grades 3-6, our Upper Elementary Package includes 72 new titles and provides a foundation 

of key curriculum and collection-enhancing titles. This Upper Elementary Package offers:

Starred Reviews Plan
Positive reviews set these recently published titles apart – all titles have at least one starred review in a key 

library publication. Mostly fiction, these books feature a variety of dramatic settings and themes.

Chapter Books Plan
Best-selling and well-reviewed authors penned these new books in a variety of genres – including fantasy, 

realistic, sports, historical, adventure, and more.

Science & Math Plan
Current themes and issues in the news are included among these high-interest titles. Topics include 

astronomy, math, paleontology, technology, ecology, life science, and investigations – all aligned to 

curriculum standards.

Social Studies Plan
High-interest topics enrich these new history, civics, current events, and geography books. Some  

titles include primary sources, and all align with curriculum standards. Biographies and themes of  

diversity are included.

Sports Plan
Captivate even the most reluctant readers with recently released high-interest titles covering a variety of 

sports, including team and individual.

eBook Plan
Engage your students via a whiteboard using this cross-curricular mix of recently released fiction and 

nonfiction titles from a variety of publishers.

Lower Elementary Package
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Middle School Package
Developed for Grades 5-8, our Middle School Package includes 72 new titles and provides a foundation of key 

curriculum and collection-enhancing titles. This Middle School Package offers:

Starred Reviews Plan
These highly reviewed – with at least one starred review – award-winners from well-known authors cover 

a variety of genres, including historical fiction, realistic fiction, fantasy, and poetry. Many are companion 

books and sequels, and a number of curriculum topics are featured.

Science & Math Plan
Connect to curriculum and state standards with mathematics, science, and technology. New titles on space 

exploration, the environment, and science experiments are mingled with biographies of significant science 

figures in history.

Social Studies Plan
Primary source documents, personal narratives, and photographs underscore the American Revolution, 

African American history, World War I, and FDR’s New Deal. These highly reviewed new titles meet state 

standards for history, economics, and geography.

Great Reads (for Girls) Plan
Of particular interest to – but not limited to – girls, these are new titles from popular and 

award-winning authors. Pertinent topics include the mother/daughter experience, middle school 

relationships, family connections, and romance. 

Great Reads (for Boys) Plan
Boys, as well as many girls, will enjoy these new fiction and nonfiction selections from best-selling and 

award-winning authors. Of particular appeal to reluctant readers are popular genres, including historical 

fiction, realistic fiction, mystery, adventure, sports, fantasy, and mythology.

eBook Plan
Engage your students via a whiteboard using this cross-curricular mix of recently released fiction and 

nonfiction titles from a variety of publishers.

Always Free Shipping



High School Package

Middle School Package
Developed for young adults, our High School Package includes 72 new titles and provides a foundation of key 

curriculum and collection-enhancing titles. This High School Package offers:

Starred Reviews Plan
These highly reviewed – with at least one starred review – award-winners are from well-known authors in 

fiction and nonfiction. These are the too-good-to-miss titles your students will want to read.

Realistic Fiction Plan
Include popular genres with your new fiction offerings: realistic, contemporary, chick lit, romance, historical 

fiction, and mystery.

Speculative Fiction Plan
Paranormal genres are enjoying an unparalleled popularity. These new fiction titles from well-known  

authors cover fantasy, science fiction, horror, supernatural (vampires, zombies, werewolves, fallen angels, 

etc.), and dystopia.

History Plan
These new nonfiction titles cover high-interest subjects and align with curriculum standards. Includes 

American and World History from all eras and Geography.

Current Events, Social Issues, & Careers Plan
New nonfiction and biography/memoir titles on social issues, current events, and careers. These books are 

must-haves for research papers, speech and debate topics, and career guidance.

eBook Plan
Engage your students via a whiteboard using this cross-curricular mix of recently released fiction and 

nonfiction titles from a variety of publishers.
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Great Titles Every Month

Select any of our individual plans or take advantage 
of our five grade-specific packages.

Sign up for TitleEZ Subscriptions and access your 
subscriptions online by logging in to titlewave.com.

For more information, contact us at 888.511.5114 x48034.

Always Free Shipping
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